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HAPPY HOLIDAYS
It's safe to say this year has been no picnic. Whatever grand plans we had for 2020 likely had to be paused.
Just because the rest of the year has felt like one long pause, doesn't mean we shouldn't try to end the
year on a somewhat good note. As we look towards a new year and fresh beginnings, we would like to
showcase products that will lift your designs to new heights and support you in creating the perfect
ambience, without having to visit a luxurious destination.

CARRARA SELECT

Carrara Select Collection Is Beauty Of The Marble From Carrara Quarry In Italy Combined
With American Made, High-tech Porcelain. Ten Colors Are Available In Two
Finishes And Multiple Sizes With Exquisite Mosaics And Trims.

CARRARA ZEBRINO

CALACATTA RENOIRE

CARRARA ONYX

ROMANO GREIGE

ROMANO WHITE

N E W N O T A B L E S

ALPINE ALASKA
PORCELAIN TILE
BY LANDMARK

Delicate quartzite colors for subtle combinations
within reﬁned environments. Alpine offers
designers the possibility to create clear, gentle looks
with the most elegant shades on shade quartz
materials.

VAG U E S CA R L AT TO
BY REX I Filati di Rex

From lampas and jacquard, all the
way to the simplest silk fabrics, from
rich, baroque motifs to more optical,
geometric patterns, all of these
fabrics share an extremely natural
look. The collection’s nine surfaces
are inspired by Rubelli’s signature
precious fabrics that, in turn, are
b o r n f r o m t h e c o n te m p o r a r y
reworking of several decorative
motifs coming f rom the noble
Venetian heritage of weaving.

SIERRA GREY

Sierra Grey porcelain panel from Plane 2.0, is large, slim and lightweight, making it
perfect for an endless variety of projects. From showers to bedroom walls to
shopping mall ﬂoors, this revolutionary 60" x 120", ¼-inch thick porcelain
panel can clad just about anything.

SAIGON
HEX

From rolling hills of lavender to centuries-old vineyards, the quaint beauty of the French countryside is an
inspiration to artists and interior designers alike. Inﬂuenced by the hallmarks of French Provincial style,
Saigon is a classic hexagonal porcelain that fuses cement-look with pastoral charm. Comprised of 3
distinctive patterns and 3 solid colors in a muted palette, the collection permits unique combinations and
blends of your choosing.

F E A T U R E D

S L A B
PORTINARI

Reinvent your space with the elegant look of Portinari Marble. Portinari profoundly exhibits the luminosity
of White, Black, Beige and hints of Brown ﬂecks marrying the cool with the warm. It's a perfect choice for
kitchen and bathroom countertops where you can structure your imagination with poise.

S P E C I A L I T Y P R O D U C T S

CASABLANCA
Casablanca Interiors that look to the past to reinvent
the present by using classic geometric shapes
and patterns.
Casablanca pays tribute to encaustic tiles while
adding a modern twist.

UNION MOSAIC
Chapter 14

STEP ON WARMTH
Radiant ﬂoor heat installed beneath tiles or stones is especially desired
in kitchen and baths or any area you experience higher heat loss. The
in-ﬂoor heat removes the chill underfoot and is easily controlled with a
digital programmable thermostat. This means your ﬂoor and room
are warm when most desired but efﬁciently off when not needed.
Radiant ﬂoor heat deﬁnitely should be a consideration with any
remodel. Not only will you enjoy the comfort, but you can also
take advantage of the efﬁciency and recoup cost
savings on your energy bill.
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